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Premium Series is a commercial cardio equipment that includes

treadmills, cross-trainers, upright and recumbent exercise bikes and the rowing machine.

The series is with continuous technology, highly accurate biomechanics and user-orientation design.

Our range of cardiovascular equipment aims to cater to the needs of all users in all types of facilities. 
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THE POWER YOU CAN RELIABLE
Walking, jogging, and running are the most natural forms of 
movement for people, treadmill, at the heart of many fitness 
facilities and are widely used by exercisers of all fitness 
levels. Designed to withstand the strict of a commercial 
fitness environment, the HFS9700 features a solid steel 
frame, a durable powder coating and large steel console 
masts for ultimate stability and durability.

HFS9700
TREADMILL PRO

● 13” LCD with touch panel technology

● Equipped with fully padded handlebars for security and stability

● Front transportation wheel for easy mobility

● Low-impact design with shock absorption system to protect users’ joints against injury

● Heavy-duty steel frames for improved stability

Less Maintenance Running 
System
25.4 mm reversible, dual sided, 
pre-waxed deck included for 
comfort and extra-long life.

4.0HP AC Motor 
Powerful, brushless motor will 
give your all the power they need 
and more than your imagination.

Premium Outlook
Upgraded aluminum side rails 
totally protect the running desk 
and running board, are designed 
for lasting durability.



Explore the Console Features
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NUMERIC KAYPAD 
For Speed/ Elevation quick keys

EASY ADJUSTMENTS
Visible icons on the console for easily adjustment during workout.

RECOVERY
Same as Target Heart Rate Control program, allowing you to optimize 
your workout and burn more calories.

20 PRESET PROGRAMS
Each preset program has a maximum speed level that is displayed 
when a desired workout is chosen. 

CUSTOMIZED SETTING
To customized your setting click to select keys of  ‘+’  or  ‘–’  ,the press-
ing‘ENTER’to confirm.

EXERCISE REPORT
Export your workout summary to USB.

VISIBLE ICONOGRAPHY
The main controls (Quick Start, Stop, Pause) are highlighted for 
vision-impaired users.



SMART CONSOLE -10.1 INCH TFT LCD
Body Charger all cardio products feature a user orientation 
technologies that make our products more humanity, versatile 
and comfortable.

ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS
Combined with a responsive touchscreen interface with Internet 
and multi-media access like YouTube, Facebook, NETFLIX, Twitter, 
audio playback, etc., features a true app interface built exclusively 
for the exercise environment.

MOTIVATION EXERCISE ENVIRONMENT
Running in the forest or city? All right at your fingertips. 
It’s a combination that will keep exercisers’ inspired and coming 
back to meet their fitness goals.

ClearView SCREEN TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
Provides large targets for your fingertips and intuitive operation, so you 
can tap, swipe and pinch your way to a perfect experience every time.

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
The networking solutions of 10.1’ TFT LCD console are compatible 
of NFC, Bluetooth and WiFi, the most seamless, secure roaming 
experience available today.
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ANALYSIS
● The goal of Analysis workout is to enhance the

users to familiar with our product motion to maxi-
mize efficiency while exercising effectively to fulfill
users’ needs.

● User can select one preferred mode to challenge
from three-level intensity and two-based evaluation.

● The Evaluation Result is the evidence and conse-
quence of progressive.

STEP 5 EVALUATION RESULT

STEP 1 START SCREEN
DISPLAY THE EXERCISE BODY PORTION

STEP 2  INTENSITY LEVEL

STEP 3 EVALUATION BASE STEP 4 START

CREATING UNIQUE WORKOUT 
EXPERIENCE WITH BODY CHARGER
Brain Game workout is an exclusive and theory-based regimen 
that enhances progressive to optimize the effort user 
put in. Brain Game gives users a vitality exercise experi-
ence, including Analysis and Games.

HOME PAGE
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● Scientific research confirms that movement is beneficial moving for health. The movements necessary for
neuroplastic changes are encouraged in an entertaining way.

● Smart Console provides an interactive and engaging workout that motives users to improve their motor skills
adapted on the task-oriented approach of motor relearning and ADL training theory.

● If use this program regularly, it can optimally the effectiveness of other therapies which leads to an overall
improvement of well-being.

COGNITIVE
TRAINING

MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE

STRESS
RELIEF

GAME



STANDARD CONSOLE - 9 INCH LCD CONSOLE
with its sleek design and graphically display LCD screen, it includes 
workout calendar that can save with USB, which enables each user 
to store past exercise data at anytime. High sensitive keypad with 
setting controls make changes quick and easy.

HEART RATE CONTROL
Offer fully customizeble Heart Rate Programs,including Target 
Heart Rate workouts, and Heart Rate Interval Training- allowing you to 
optimize your workout and burn more calories.

20 PRESET PROGRAMS
Each preset program has a maximum speed level that is displayed 
when a desired workout is chosen.

CUSTOMIZED SETTING
To customize your settings click to select Key of '+' or '-', then pressing 
'ENTER' to confirm.

USB PORT
For download workout record, upgrade software and cell phone charging.

EXERCISE REPORT
Export your workout summary to USB.

SIMPLE INTERFACE
The console is initiative and easy for anyone to use.

VISIBLE ICONOGRAPHY
The main controls (Quick Start, Reset, Pause) are highlighted for 
vision-impaired users.



FOR A MORE IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE! 

For Smart Console

For Standard Console

WORKOUT FUN.
AGAINST EACH OTHER. NO LIMITED! 
Kinomap is a great app with excellent fitness programs and 
a platform with training videos.

Kinomap allows you to race over 10,000 courses oand 
compete with others on social media via the app. Watch 
your icon moving on the map and on the elevation line. 
Your fitness goal is to follow the rhythm of the original 
video.

For Smart Console

For Standard Console

EXOTIC TRAINING MADE FUN! 

Discover the virtual world of Zwift! Zwift provides you the 
opportunity to workout together with athletes from all over 
the world, and to discover different countries and popular 
routes .

FOR A MORE IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE! 



MAXIMIZE RESULT & COMFORT
This Elliptical is built for performance and provides a 
superior total-body workout. Patented-design stride 
length ensures a smooth motion and the steel frame 
enhances comfort in every workout.

HFS9300
ELLIPTICAL CROSS
TRAINER PRO

● Multi-position hand grips for added-variety

● 19-inch nature moving stride length

● Ideal-positioning pedal provides a smooth and comfortable workout

● Integrated wireless heart rate transmitter

● Compatible with Smart Console – the most innovative health technology in the industry

Rear Access Design with 
Non-Slip Footpads
Convenient rear access makes it 
to get on and off with GB9300 
Elliptical Cross Trainer Pro easily 
and extra mat to grip on the sole 
of shoes to prevent slips and 
falls.

Convenience Sensor
Contact heart rate grips for 
tracking your heart rate and try 
to keep it within your target zone 
to achieve the most efficient 
workouts.

A Nature Moving Path
Imitating the walking and running motions while minimizing fatigue. In the total body workout with dual action 
handlebars to foot pedaling mimics the body’s true movement for proper fit.

Small Q-Factor
The low Q-Factor design eliminates unnecessary stress on the hips and lower back, ensuring a comfort workout.

Universal Fit Handlebars
Allows you to find the grip that 
fits you best, or let you mix it up 
to train on different muscle 
groups.



● More options on the console, Smart - 10.1” TFT LCD or Standard - 9” LCD display

● Integrated contact heart rate handlebar for effective workout

● Built-in transportation wheel for quick and easy movement

● Boasts an ECB modular drive system for quiet operation

● Impressive 36 cm/ 14” delineated step for an effective lower body workout

TO BE PRETTY GOOD
You want exercise equipment that offers the most comfort, 
the best reliability and the highest quality in its class. 
HFS9400 Stepper Pro provides a stable foundation and 
multi-levels resistance for performing various exercise 
routines to help you look, feel and live better.

HFS9400
STEPPER PRO

Solid Foundation
We uses large, heavy frames to make it more solid and stable movement.

Delineated Step
Our steps are a full 36 cm / 14” 
deep to accommodate a wide 
range of users and aid the user 
in proper foot placement. 

Oversized Non-Slip 
Footpads
It can provide extra grip on the 
sole of shoes to prevent slips 
and falls.

Multi-Position Support 
Handrails
The longer handrails are 
helpful and supportive when 
stepping up.
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HFS9100
UPRIGHT BIKE PRO

● High-quality seat adjustment for a custom fit

● Eddy Current Brake with 36 resistance level helps to achieve your goals in fluid and smooth

● Multi-position handgrips with armrests you can be comfortable with pedaling your way

● Heavy-duty steel frame provides stability

Low-Watt Starting
Perfect for just getting started, or looking for a low-impact exercise, GB9100 Upright Bike Pro is the best 
solution for you.

Elbow-Formed Handlebars
Our race-inspired handlebars 
feature contoured elbow rests for 
comfort and enhanced ergonomics.

Adjustable ComfortCurveTM 
Seat
Seat adjustable vertically is a best 
support to stay on the exercise 
much longer while and ensures a 
customized cycling experience.

Premium Pedaling Experience
Easy-to-fit designed ratchet pedal 
straps for keeping you safe and 
comfortable workout.



HFS9200
RECUMBENT BIKE PRO

A HEALTHY CHOICE
Looking for a low-impact workout, recumbent bike is the 
perfect solution to a healthier you. Our free adjustable 
seat system, combined with exceptional lumbar support, 
helps you find the most comfortable riding position for 
workout.

● More options on the console, Smart - 10.1”TFT LCD or Standard - 9 ”LCD display

● Integrated contact heart rate handlebar for effective workout

● Ergonomic design seat and back support enhances comfort exercise

● Step-thru entry for easy access

● Low-watt starting resistance is ideal for beginning or rehab users

Exclusive Operation System
Our exclusive resistance technology is providing a f luid motion and with 36/32 resistance 
levels.

Starting with Visible
With designing color-fr iendly elements on the seat adjustment and pedal is best solution for 
inspired with users.

Easy-Grip Handlebars
Features horns shape with 
anti-slip surface handlebar 
grips for comfort and 
enhanced ergonomics.

Low Step-Thru Entry
The low step-thru design allows 
user easy access to step on the 
workout position.

Ergonomic Design Seat
The ergonomic design seat and 
lumbar back pad enhance 
comfort and support while 
encouraging body alignment.



● Built-in heart rate receiver for monitoring your exercise condition

● Large footpads give you a safe and comfortable  exercise experience

● EMS system provides an especially smooth motion

● Built with heavy-gauge steel allows you to maintain rowing machine all year long.

● More options on the console, Smart - 10.1” TFT LCD or Standard - 9” LCD display

NEW
HFS9500
ROWER PRO

TRAIN TO MEET YOUR GOALS
HFS9500 Rower Pro is featured exceptional 
quality and design. Combined with EMS and air 
resistance system it produces minimal noise 
compared with other rowers on the market while 
rowing.

Aluminum Guide Rail
Expertly constructed and ergonomically unequaled, this GR9500 Rower Pro looks great and rows smooth-
ly without too much noise.

Comfort Seat Design
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Non-Slip Handlebar
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ACTIVE SERIES
2022 BROCHURE

Master

https://bodychargerfitness.com/
https://bodychargerfitness.com/


SOLUTIONS

Health and Wellness Solution
Providing low-impact workouts, accessibility 
functionality and is poised to make it easier 
for all ages and abilities to live healthily.

Integrated ICT Technology
Building custom made health platforms, that 
consist of integrated software solutions, 
constituted of an optimal mix of fitness 
equipment, custom-developed amenities 
and software modules. 

OmniEx Experience
From achieving personal fitness goals, 
sustain independent living to sustainability 
commitment is our responsibility and com-
mitment.

Post Pandemic Recovery
Our program is to provide evidence-based 
exercising concepts to help patients getting 
life soon.



CONSOLE INTRO

With these options, people will 
enjoy both exercising and your 
facility even more.

Page 21 Page 22



CLEARVIEW SCREEN TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
Provides large targets for your fingertips and 
intuitive operation.

ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS
Combined with internet and multi-media 
access like YouTube, Facebook, Netflix, 
Twitter, audio playback, etc., 

Virtual Trails

MOTIVATION EXERCISE ENVIRONMENT
Running in the forest or city? All right at your 
fingertips.

USB PORT
For download workout record, upgrade 
software and charging.

UNIQUE FUNCTIONAL EXERCISE PROGRAM
“Brain Game” is an interactive program that that 
motives users to improve their motor skills and 
performance ADLs.

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Be compatible of NFC, Bluetooth and WiFi, the 
most seamless, secure roaming experience 
available today.

RS232

USB Port

Headphone Plug 3.5mm

SMART CONSOLE

Provides users an interface with a contemporary design and intuitive 
framework. Exercisers can easily track their data, discover workout 
selections, and enjoy integrated technology and entertainment.

10.1 INCH TFT LCD



GAME 
Scientific research confirms that movement is beneficial moving for health.

“Brain Game” is an interactive program that that motives users to improve their 
motor skills and performance ADLs.

If use this program regularly, it can optimally the effectiveness of other therapies 
which leads to an overall improvement of well-being.

Motivating    Reflective    Inspiration

Step 5 Evaluation Result

Step 1 Start Screen
Display The Exercise Body Portion

Step 2  Intensity Level

Step 3 Evaluation Base Step 4 Start

The goal of Analysis workout is to enhance 
the users to familiar with our product motion 
to  maximize efficiency.
User can select one challenge from three-level 
intensity and two-based evaluation.
The Evaluation Result is the evidence and 
consequence of progressive.

CREATING UNIQUE WORKOUT 
EXPERIENCE WITH BODY CHARGER
Brain Game workout is an exclusive and 
theory-based regimen that enhances pro-
gressive to optimize the effort user put in. 
Brain Game gives users a vitality exercise 
experience, including Analysis and Games. 

Home Page

COGNITIVE
TRAINING

MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE

STRESS
RELIEF

BRAIN GAME

ANALYSIS

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

https://youtu.be/hdv1je57EfQ


HEART RATE CONTROL  
Offer fully customizable Heart Rate Programs, allowing you 
to optimize your workout and burn more calories.

20 PRESET PROGRAMS
Each preset program has a maximum speed level that is dis-
played when a desired workout is chosen. 

CUSTOMIZED SETTING
To customize your settings click to select Keys of ‘+’ or ‘-‘, 
then pressing ‘ENTER’ to confirm.

EXERCISE REPORT
Export your workout summary to USB.

SIMPLE INTERFACE
The console is initiative and easy for anyone to use.

VISIBLE ICONOGRAPHY
The main controls (Quick Start, Reset, Pause) are highlighted 
for vision-impaired users.

USB PORT
For download workout record, upgrade 
software and cell phone charging.

STANDARD CONSOLE
9 INCH LCD CONSOLE

With its sleek design and graphically display LCD screen 
exercisers can choose from a variety of programs to meet 
their fitness and training goal. High sensitive keypad with 
intuitive controls make changes quick and easy.

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

https://youtu.be/BJBp2wwXFuY


CONTENT

Touch Technology
You can tap, swipe and pinch your way to a per-
fect experience every time.

EN957 Standard
Followed by EN957 certification to meet stringent 
requirements in accessibility, safe and ergonomics.

EMS Electromagnetic Operation System
Features durability and low maintenance benefits 
and delivers a very natural feel.

DX Self-Generating Operation System
Self-Generating power offers a great workout 
without the need for an external power source.

180゜- 360゜Swivel Seat
It’s easier for the user to get in and out of the seat.

Positive Accessible
Removable seat for wheelchair accessibility.

Multi-Position Seat Design
Reclining seat or multi-position seat rail keeps you 
both comfortable and effective workout.

Oversized Pedals 
Oversized foot pedals with adjustable straps add 
stability to your workout.

Built-in Transportation Wheel
Ideal device for quick and easy movement.

Low Step-Through Design
For increased accessibility.

Oversized Seat
Features a 24” wide seat for larger users and those 
with limited mobility.

Adjustable Console Angle
Depends on personal demand to view the workout 
data at a glance.

USB Port
For download workout record, upgrade software 
and charging.

Anti-Slip Mat
Perfect idea to keeping the users safe from slipping.

USER ADVANTAGES

Body Charger equipment features a user orientation technologies 
that make our products more humanity, versatile and comfortable.



With its sleek design and customized settings LED screen, it’s easy to 
read and check your workout performance at a glance to reach and 
surpass your goals.

DOT-MATRIX  LED CONSOLE

A

B

C F

D

E

INTUITIVE DISPLAY

Graphically display shows the 
progress of the exercise.

DUAL EMERGENCY STOPS BUTTONS

Passive emergency stops enable you or 
therapist stop training immediately prior 
to feel dizzy or exhausted.

REVERSE FUNCTION

Backward walking positively affected 
gait and balance ability especially 
exercises in stroke patients with 
hemiplegia.

HEART RATE MONITOR

Helps you stay on track during
challenging workouts.

WIRED CONTROLLER 
FOR PHYSIOTHERAPIST

This unique design is to help physiology trainer 
to stop the fitness equipment when the user 
can't be ability for exercise.

VISIBLE ICONOGRAPHY

The main controls are highlighted for 
vision-impaired users or senior easily.

DOUBLE PROTECTION

Consisting of a safety lanyard and 
dual emergency stop buttons to 
ensure your safety.



16.5 cm

REHAB MOTORIZED TREADMILL
HFS8600 RF
Specific designed for disabled and non-disabled people alike. Our goal is to ensure 
that all users have unfettered access to a wide range of exercise environment. 
With accessibility of HFS8600 RF Rehab Treadmill is no longer a barrier to improved 
health and independence.

USER ADVANTAGES

Wide Entry and Accessible for 
Wheelchair

Giving the limited mobility users 
to easy get into the treadmill for 
running easily.

Elevation Level from 0 to 15%

Up to 15% power elevation to
work different muscle groups.

Low Step-on Height

16.5 cm / 6.25” step-on height 
for easy accessibility.

Dual-Emergency Stop System

Passive emergency stops enable you 
or therapist stop training immediately 
prior to feel dizzy or exhausted.

Wired Controller for Physiotherapist

This unique design is to help physiology 
trainer to stop the fitness equipment 
when the user can't be ability for 
exercise.

Bi-Directional Belt

Not only will tone different muscles, 
but also work on your gait balance.

15%

53 cm

8x16 Dot-Matrix
LED Console

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=739OcfZb2WI


Coordination

Cardio

Strength

Bi-Directional Exercise
Allows the user exercise in both the
forward and reverse directions to 
train the difference muscle group 
and enhance coordination.

Standard Accessory：
Bluetooth Sensors
Bluetooth sensors with Smart 
Console it can be much precisely 
on detection RPM/SPM under 
Brain Game program.

Direct Wheelchair Access
Removable seat for wheelchair 
access meets the specific needs.

Fully Removable for Wheelchair 
Accessibility
Removable seat for wheelchair 
access meets the specific needs.

Orthopedic Foot and 
Heel Support
Reduces the risk of injury and 
increase support to weak joints.

Adjustable Training Angles
Offers the flexibility of 3 different 
height for lower body, core and 
upper body exercise purpose.

TOTAL BODY TRAINER PRO  

With Independent Bi-Directional Upper Body ergometer and Lower Body 
recumbent bike all-in-one for a total body solution is the most versatile reha-
bilitation product.

HFS7009

USER ADVANTAGES

3 Levels

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

*Optional with BT module

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWAkqH3ZK2M


*Optional with BT module

Bi-Directional Exercise
Allows the user exercise in both the
forward and reverse directions to 
train the difference muscle group 
and enhance coordination.

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

Alternative Crank Options
Performing the upper or lower body 
training in one machine.
       GA008 RF Orthopedic Wide Rehab Pedal is 
optional accessory sold separately for lower body 
training.

Easy-Go Movement
Movement in the facilities easily. 

Versatile Rotating Length
The independent radius length
admitted the stronger leg/ hand can
affect the weaker to contribute a balance 
and coordination, that is vital to helping 
regain after a stroke or rehabilitation.

UPPER & LOWER BODY TRAINER PRO

Bi-directional function with electronic magnetic resistance controlled upper and 
lower body exercise equipment. The GB5050 offers the unique experience 
possible to boost muscle and body-Health either in your home or facility. 

HFS5050

USER ADVANTAGES

CONTENT

SPEC

SPEC

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)



*Optional with BT module

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

Ipsilateral Moving Path
Side to side motion challenges your 
body to promote better body balance 
and coordination.

Water Bottle Holder
Conveniently located water bottle 
and your personal devices.

180˚  Swivel Seat
It’s easier for the user to get in 
and out of the seat.

Aluminum Rails
Offers a smooth, quiet, and effec-
tive exercise experience.

Bi-Direction Exercise
Providing forward or in reverse 
movement allows a user to work 
antagonistic muscles in an efficient 
manner.

Orthopedic Foot and Heel Support
Reduces the risk of injury and 
increase support to weak joints.

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

RECUMBENT IEStep

Relentlessly fueled to reinvent zero-impact cardio exercise, our new recumbent 
IEStep is a side to side motion challenges your body to move in a new way. Except 
Increasing cardiovascular health you can promote different muscle groups that 
help increase greater balance and coordination in a comfortable seated position.

HFS7016

USER ADVANTAGES

CONTENT

SPEC

SPEC



*Optional with BT module

Lock

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

Low Step-Through Design 

For increasing accessibility.

Fully Removable for Wheelchair Access

Simply slide the seat off from the rail
for wheelchair access.

Direct Wheelchair Access

Removable seat for wheelchair 
access meets the specific needs.

Patented Independent System

Each independent arm has accommodated 3 
movement pattern: Bilateral reciprocal 
training, Independent training and Plyo-
metric training.

Multi-Position Ergo Handlebars

Comfortable position for exercising 
your upper body.

Step Lock

Helps a loan user easily exit after 
training.

RECUMBENT STEPPER PRO

With half-linked arms and pedals, for focused rehabilitation, user can perform upper 
and lower body synchronism or independent movements. At the same time, it will 
strengthen your core muscle groups and enhance your exercise durability.

HFS7008

USER ADVANTAGES

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeXm-RFv9Ew


*Optional with BT module

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

180˚ Swivel Seat

It’s easier for the elderly or disabil-
ity users to ingress / egress.

Orthopedic Foot and Heel Support

Reduces the risk of injury and 
increase support to weak joints.

2:1 Arm to Leg Motion

Giving you a fairly good and safe 
correspondence total body workout.

Low Starting Resistance

Very friendly user interface in 
older or unable adults.

Transition Step Platform

For your feet making it easy to 
put your feet in and out of the 
pedals.

Multi-Position Ergo Handlebars

Comfortable position for exercising 
your upper body.

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

RECUMBENT LINEAR STEPPER

The recumbent linear stepper provides solution for those who want low-im-
pact and full-body workout. The innovative linear stepping motion is incred-
ibly smooth and easy on your joints. It’s perfect for commercial, medical 
and rehabilitation.

HFS7007

USER ADVANTAGES

Trample Power
< 5W

CONTENT

SPEC

SPEC



*Optional with BT module

Adjustable Console Angle

Giving the perfect viewing angle 
while seated or standing.

Assistive Hand Grips

To assist user while sitting and 
standing up easily.

Bi-Direction Exercise

Providing forward or in reverse movement 
allows a user to work antagonistic muscles 
in an efficient manner.

180˚ Swivel Seat

It’s easier for the elderly or disability 
users to ingress/egress.

Adjustable Seat

Ensures a comfortable stepping 
position.

Multi-Position Ergo Handlebars

Comfortable position for exercising 
your upper body.

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

RECUMBENT CROSS TRAINER PRO

The traction training in both directions can perform aerobic exercise of the whole 
body. HFS7006 is the ideal piece of equipment to workout with safe in high load 
and combines a stable & stress free recumbent sitting position.

HFS7006

USER ADVANTAGES

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLMFZ3dVsUw


*Optional with BT module

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

180˚ Swivel Seat
It’s easier for the elderly or disability 
users to ingress / egress.

Orthopedic Foot and Heel Support
Reduces the risk of injury and 
increase support to weak joints.

Adjustable Seat Positions
Ensures a comfortable stepping 
position.

3-Level Adjustable Reclining Seat
The seat adjusts to fit your body and
have a comfortable workout.

USB Port
For download workout record, 
upgrade software and cell phone 
charging.

Oversized Seat
Features a 50.8 cm /20” wide seat for 
larger users and those with limited 
mobility.

RECUMBENT CROSS TRAINER

A low-impact total body workout from arm to leg movement in each arm swings 
with the motion of the opposing leg. HFS7005 best benefits are improving your 
cardiovascular health, burning calories and to lower the risk for diabetes.

HFS7005

50.8 cm

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

USER ADVANTAGES

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbJ_UygWDbs


*Optional with BT module

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

58 cm

180˚ Swivel Seat
It’s easier for the elderly or disability 
users to ingress / egress.

Low Starting Resistance
Giving a low-impact exercise for just 
getting started.

Ascending Push-Pull Motion
Making every workout comfortable 
and efficient.

Compact Design
The 58 cm/23” wide frame is smaller 
than the other recumbent cross trainer 
and can accommodate short users for 
easy access the equipment.

Bi-Direction Exercise
Providing forward or in reverse 
movement allows a user to work 
antagonistic muscles in an efficient 
manner.

Motivating Experience
An integrated tilt frame to make the 
smaller exercisers to get on seat easily.

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

MINI RECUMBENT CROSS TRAINER 

MINI on HFS7005 MINI  means small capacity and means great for short people. 
HFS7005 MINI is much compact with traditional recumbent cross trainer. But we also 
offered unique drop load mechanism for maximum performance on keeping your heart 
pumping, and making it constantly work hard.

HFS7005 MINI

USER ADVANTAGES

Trample Power
< 5W

CONTENT

SPEC

SPEC



*Optional with BT module

Coordination

Cardio

Strength

140

Constant Power is holding your watts 
constant in a specified range either high or 
low speed or resistance level that is also in 
evaluating the effectiveness and feasibility 
of cardiac rehabilitation.

Multi-Position Ergo Handlebars
Comfortable position for exercising 
your upper body.

Easy for Riding
Low step-through design for 
increasing accessibility.

Low-Watt Starting
Giving a low-impact exercise for 
just getting started.

Lower Limb Training
Cycling exercise mode increases 
lower limbs muscle balance and 
coordination.

Constant Power
Holding your watts constant that is 
feasibility of cardiac rehabilitation 
and help you build muscle mass in 
your lower body.

Adjustable ComfortCurve Seat
Vertical and horizontal seat adjustment 
ensures a customized cycling experience.

Choose Your Console

 Smart Console 
(10.1" TFT LCD)

Standard Console
(9" LCD)

FITNESS BIKE

With integrated resistance-based concentric training system GB5007 Ergo Bike helps to 
aid in the physical rehabilitation after an injury. The step-through frame design makes it 
easy to get on and off among seniors and starters.

HFS5007

4 Levels

USER ADVANTAGES

Trample Power < 5W

CONTENT

SPEC

SPECVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lk-HMZic5dw


Anti-Slip Mat Design
Keeping the wheelchair safe 
from slipping.

Stabilizer Lock Kits
Ensures the machine on the 
table is stable and safe while 
exercising.

MOTORIZED 
UBE TABLE
HFS5050 MX

HYDRAULIC 
UBE TABLE
HFS5050 TX

94 cm69 cm

97 cm67 cm

Height Adjustment
Allowing you to adjust a comfort height for a more enjoyable 
experience.

PRODUCT FEATURES 

● Linear actuator operation system
● With quiet actuator design
● Compatible with other UBE products
● Commercial casters for easy mobility
● Wheelchair access

We offer a specific-made UBE table with electric remote or hydraulic 
height adjustment that is approved for use with the HFS5050.

Direct Wheelchair Access
Removable seat for wheelchair access meets the specific 
needs.

USER ADVANTAGES

CONTENT

SPEC

SPEC



Improve people health and facility efficiency by 
connecting product, service and digital solutions.

STAY ACTIVE



DELUXE SEAT GA011 RF
Body charger offers a variety seat options. The heavy-duty pneumatic 
gas cylinder seat helps users adjust  to the correct height.

● Adjustable seat in height from approx. 58 cm to approx. 67 cm 
● 20" Oversized width range 
● 360° Swivel design for therapist ‘s assistance
● 3 Levels/ 12° Reclining adjustment
● Removable for wheelchair access
● High quality upholstery for comfort and durability.
● Curve seatback with lumbar support can reduce the pressure of 

sitting.
● 300 kg/ 660 lbs. user weight capacity

STANDARD SEAT 
Available for Active Series standard specs. 

● 20" Oversized width range 
● 360° Swivel design for therapist‘s assistance
● 3 Levels/ 12° Reclining adjustment
● Removable for wheelchair access
● High quality upholstery for comfort and durability.
● Curve seatback with lumbar support can reduce the pres-

sure of sitting.
● 226 kg/ 500 lbs. user weight capacity

OPTIONAL
Arm Rest GA010 RF 

OPTIONAL
Arm Rest GA010 RF 

SEAT COLLECTIONS EXCEPTIONAL 
FROM YOUR MIND OFFERProviding great customer service will satisfy both you and 

your targets there is multiple choice for seat selection.



OPTIONAL ASSISTIVE ACCESSORIES
Discover the better exercise experience through the use of aids and accessories. 
It’s important to optimize your workout performance and safe.

CONTENTSPEC

Wireless Chest Belt 

Safety Retractable 
Seat Belt 

Orthopedic Wide 
Rehab Pedal  

Adjustable Lateral 
Calf Support Set  

Assistive Hand 
Grip Gloves 

Arm Rest 

Fitness Tracker 

Deluxe Seat 

BT Module for 
Kinomap/Zwift App 
GA012RF 

Accessory Tray 
for Smart Console 
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